PROJECT BRIEFING
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT GRADE CROSSING IMPROVEMENT
GRANT FOR THE OHIO CENTRAL MT. VERNON LINE
January 11, 2007
Project Costs
* ODOD Grant for Crossing
* OC Matching Rehab. Work

$1,700,000
$250,000

Project Benefits
* Improves Rail-Highway Crossing Surfaces
* Helps Rail-Dependent Shippers Employing 200

INTRODUCTION
The Ohio Department of Development (ODOD) has provided a $1.7 million grant from its Roadwork
Development (629) Account for rail-highway grade crossing improvements on the CSX-owned, Ohio Centralleased Mt. Vernon Line. Because of the requirements of the ODOD grant program, the funds must go to a
public entity. Approval of Resolution 07-01 will allow ORDC to accept these grant funds which have already
received State Controlling Board approval.
BACKGROUND
Line Description: The OCRR leases the Newark to Mt. Vernon Line from CSX. It took over operations on this
line in October, 2004 in conjunction with its lease of the CSX line from Newark to Cambridge, and its
acquisition of the 50% share which CSX had owned in the Columbus to Newark line. While the Mt. Vernon
line itself connects only to the OCRR yard, the Ohio Central System allows traffic coming to or from the Mt.
Vernon line to be handled through a variety of OCRR interchanges with Norfolk Southern, CSX, RJ Corman,
and the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway.
The Mt. Vernon line is 25.9 miles long, with MP 0.0 at the OCRR Newark Yard and MP 25.9 at the end of the
line in Mt. Vernon. The rail on the line is almost entirely 100 lb. and was installed in the late 1920s and late
1940s. About 5 miles of the rail is welded. The rails are in safe and acceptable condition as are the bridges.
The last major tie program on the Mt. Vernon Line occurred in 1982 so the tie condition is very poor. The line
has 44 public at-grade crossings, most of which need to be upgraded due to both track and road conditions.
Because the line parallels State Route 13 for a long distance, there are 31 private crossings, many of which are
driveways into homes, businesses, and new developments. Many private crossings also need to be upgraded for
both track and road conditions. Overall, the track is in “excepted” condition with train speeds below 10 MPH.
Operations: The current rail users are Weyerhaeuser (paper rolls, pulp) which is located about MP 23 in
Mt.Vernon, and Central Ohio Farmers (grain and fertilizer) located at about MP 25, also in Mt. Vernon. The
line currently generates about 1,800 carloads of freight a year. OCRR serves Mt. Vernon three times weekly.
Viability: Currently, OCRR operations over the Mt. Vernon line are at about break even, with OCRR showing
a small loss for 2005. There is, however, very good upside potential on the line. The current customers have
plans to increase rail traffic several hundred cars a year if good rail service can be provided by OCRR. Further,
the line serves a developed industrial park, as well as several other industrial sites, in Mt. Vernon. Local
economic development officials are working on locating two new rail-dependent companies in Mt. Vernon and
on building a rail spur into a company already along the line but not currently using rail.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ODOD has provided up to $1,700,000 in Roadwork Development (629) Account funds for the rehabilitation of
all of the public grade crossings (44 in total) on the rail line.

Exhibit ‘A’ lists all 44 public crossings along the line and an estimate for the repair of the crossing surface.
Included are two costs for each crossing, one assuming ‘high type’ crossing surface, generally concrete, rubber
or full depth timber surface, or a ‘low’ or ‘standard type’ surface which is asphalt with wooden or rubber rail
flanges. As a point of clarification, ORDC administered federal rail grade crossing safety funds are precluded
from funding anything but ‘high type’ surfaces.
Because of the unique nature of this project, ORDC and ODOD are still working out all of the details of the
administration and oversight of these funds. Currently, ORDC plans on administering this project following the
same procedures it uses for its own grade crossing safety projects using ORDC’s safety section for project
oversight. ORDC is still investigating its flexibility in construction oversight. For example, can ORDC specify
the use of high type surfaces for heavily traveled crossings in lieu of upgrading low volume crossings with
currently acceptable conditions? ORDC safety staff is also investigating possible crossing closure candidates as
part of this project.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
There will be no expenditure of ORDC funds other than staff time necessary to oversee the construction of the
crossings and administration of the funds.
PROJECT BENEFITS
The overall project benefits of this project remain unchanged from Resolution 06-15:
• Current rail users employing approximately 200 are dependent on rail for their future viability.
• Current plans for expansion by current rail users, along with probable new rail-dependent businesses
locating facilities in Mt. Vernon in the next year, depend on effective OCRR rail service on the Mt.
Vernon line.
• The safety of the OCRR operations will be markedly improved because of the new cross tie and switch
tie installation.
• In addition to the above benefits, Resolution 07-01 will provide upgraded crossing surfaces providing a
safer, smoother roadway for the traveling public and relieve the railroad of this financial responsibility
so it can invest its capital into the track infrastructure.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
This assistance compliments the existing project (Resolution 06-15) approved by the Commission at the
November 2006 meeting. With Resolution 06-15, ORDC is providing $200,000 in grant funds for ties with the
Ohio Central providing an estimated $207,838 for materials, labor, and equipment to perform the project to
match. With this additional funding for crossing work provided by ODOD, the Ohio Central has committed an
additional $250,000 in track rehabilitation work as matching funds.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
This resolution is the second step toward a comprehensive rehabilitation of the Mt. Vernon line. The full,
comprehensive upgrading of the line will require a state-local-railroad-shipper partnership. ORDC staff is
leading efforts to assemble such a partnership.

PROJECT BRIEFING
REVISION IN THE LOAN TERMS AND ASSIGNMENT OF THE COLUMBIANA
COUNTY PORT AUTHORITY LOAN TO EASTERN STATES RAILROAD
January 11, 2007
Project Funding
• Change in loan terms.
• Assignment of the loan to new rail line
owner.

Project Benefits
• Provide longer term financing to enhance the
operator’s ability to continue to invest in rail
line upgrades.
• Allow the Port Authority to transfer loan as
part of the line sale to the new owner.

Staff is requesting the Commission to approve a revision in loan terms and the assignment of the
Columbiana County Port Authority’s $2, 098,046.63 loan with the Commission for the
rehabilitation of the former Youngstown and Southern line to Eastern States Railroad.
Since the Commission first approved a $500,000 grant to assist the Columbiana County Port
Authority to purchase the line from Railroad Ventures Inc. (RVI), the Ohio Rail Development
Commission has been instrumental in the preservation of this rail line.
A summary of ORDC’s assistance to the Youngstown and Southern Rail line includes:
•

A grant in the amount of a $500,000 to assist the Columbiana County Port Authority with
the original acquisition and rehabilitation of the line in 2000;

•

The current loan for $2,098,046.63 million for rehabilitation;

•

A grant in the amount of $75,000 for additional rehabilitation work;

•

A grant for $45,000 to assist the Port Authority, Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad and the
Community of Columbiana replace a culvert; and

•

Over $2 million in grade crossing safety improvements at crossings along the line.

This is the fourth request of the Commission to modify loan terms since it was approved in
September 2003. The first modification, Resolution 04-15, approved by the Commission on
November 18, 2004, delayed payments by three months. It was presented as a “stop-gap”
measure necessitated by the bankruptcy of the original operator, the Central Columbiana and
Pennsylvania Railroad (CQPA). In March 2005, the Commission approved Resolution 05-01
which further delayed payments to the loan to March 1, 2006 to provide the new operator, the
Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad, a subsidiary of the Ohio Central Railroad System, the benefit of
the terms that were presented to the original operator; one year of operation principle and interest
free. In January 2006, the Commission was presented with and approved another deferral to
allow the Ohio and Pennsylvania opportunities to examine other funding options including the
possibility of a Federal Railroad Administration RRIF loan. Since that time, the Ohio Central
Railroad has decided to cease operations of the line and not assume the lease out of bankruptcy.

The primary shipper on the line, Total Waste Logistics (TWL), decided that it would form a new
railroad, Eastern States Railroad (ESRR) and purchase the CQPA’s rights to the line from the
bankruptcy court. That process was just completed in November 2006. ESRR will purchase the
rail line from the CCPA and subcontract the operations of the line with the Youngstown and
Southeastern Railroad (YSRR).
On December 1, 2006, Guy Fragle from the ESRR and Tracy Drake from the CCPA met with
ORDC staff and requested an additional modification of loan terms and the assignment of the
loan to ESRR. After internal discussions and review, staff agreed to present this project to the
Commission under the following conditions:
1. The amortization to the loan will be extended two (2) years providing ESRR with a
six (6) year, 11-month amortization of the outstanding loan balance of $2,098,046.63
starting with the first payment on February 1, 2007.
2. ESRR will provide a $100,000 one time payment on February 1, 2007 in addition to
the required debt service associated with the amortization above.
3. The CCPA will provide a guarantee of the first $1.2 million of the loan on a declining
scale with the guarantee scheduled to expire with the December 2010 payment.
4. The primary shipper on the line, Total Waste Logistics, will guarantee the remaining
$898,046.63 balance of the loan until the debt is retired.
In addition to the outstanding loan, one of the primary concerns of ORDC staff in reviewing this
project was the ability of the new operator to reinvest in the line above routine maintenance. It is
ORDC’s understanding that YSRR will be responsible for routine, day to day maintenance on
the line (i.e weed spray, track, culvert and ditch clearance and cleaning, etc.) and a continuing
contract with Railroad Traffic Control for signal inspection and maintenance. YSRR will also be
responsible for such things as broken rail and spot tie replacement (estimated at approximately
100 ties per year).
The YSRR currently has a Prentiss Truck with a light crane and two hi-rail trucks for
maintenance and inspection. YSRR plans on acquiring a backhoe sometime next year. With
regard to maintenance forces, YSRR has one track person who will function as foreman with two
maintenance people to be added in the spring. YSRR and ESRR plan to contract with Wintrow
Construction for larger maintenance projects.
On the finance side, ESRR will reinvest its profits back into the line. Given the experiences of
the previous operators on the line, ESRR plans to rely heavily on additional funds available from
the Zebra Property Fund which is controlled by Peter Hornick, an investor with a controlling
interest in both TWL and ESRR. Currently, ESRR plans to rely on the Zebra fund for
approximately $500,000 per year, in addition to revenues generated by the line, for reinvestment
in the track infrastructure.

Given this rail line’s history, staff is encouraged the primary shipper will take over the operations
of the line. TWL has been consistent in its support of the line and its statements that the railroad
is critical to its operation. Staff has been given verbal assurances that TWL will continue to
market the line to other customers on the line.
Finally, one other outstanding issue with regard to this line is continued legal action over the
ownership of line segments beginning with CCPA ownership of the line near Poland Avenue in
Youngstown to the Y&S – CSX interchange track in Lowellville.
While this is of concern to staff in regard to this line, this line has been plagued with litigation
even before the CCPA acquired ownership. (That acquisition, for that matter, was subject to
litigation.) Because of the ongoing and uncertain nature of the legal action, staff recommends
Commission move forward and approval of the modification of the loan terms and assignment of
the loan to Eastern States Railroad under the conditions listed above to begin the loan repayment.

WESTCO Sugar Creek Bridge Replacement
Project Briefing
January 3, 2007
Project Costs
* ORDC Grant, FY 2007
$150,000
* ORDC Grant, Reprogrammed
$57,000
* ORDC Loan
Up To $513,000
* WESTCO Funds
$60,000
* I&O Detour Costs
$200,000+/-

Project Benefits
* Raises Speed of I&ORY Operations
* 14 WESTCO Rail Users Need Bridge
* I&O Needs Bridge as Part of Through Route
* “Super Site” Located Just West of Bridge

INTRODUCTION
The West Central Ohio Port Authority (WESTCO) requests grant funding of $207,000 and loan funding of
$513,000 to pay the up to $720,000 in costs for the replacement of the WESTCO owned Sugar Creek Bridge
(Bridge #224.7) in Fayette County. ORDC staff recommends providing both grant and loan funding. ORDC’s
Executive Director has sent a letter to WESTCO committing ORDC to provide these grant and loan funds
contingent upon Commissioners’ formal approval.
ORDC grant funding would come from two sources. $150,000 of the grant funding would come from ORDC’s
FY 2007 GRF budget. The remaining $57,000 would be reprogrammed FY 2004 funds left over from the
WESTCO Upper Valley Pike Bridge project. ORDC’s Executive Director wrote in his commitment letter to
WESTCO that the loan would be for seven years with interest in years one and two being 0%, and interest in
years three through seven being 2/3 of the prime rate at the time of Commission approval, or at loan closing,
whichever is less. Staff recommends that the final terms and conditions of the loan and the collateral be
determined by the Executive Director.
BACKGROUND
I&ORY Operations over the Sugar Creek Bridge: The Sugar Creek Bridge is located at MP 224.7 (just east of
the I -71 bridge over the WESTCO line) on the WESTCO owned Springfield (MP 202.7) to Washington Court
House (MP 229.8) rail line. The Indiana & Ohio Railway (I&ORY) is the contract operator of the line. In total,
WESTCO owns 94.4 miles of railroad including sidings, yards, and industrial lead tracks) on lines between
Springfield and Washington Court House, Springfield and Bellefontaine, and Springfield and Mechanicsburg.
I&ORY is the contract operator for all WESTCO lines. A map of WESTCO owned lines is included as Exhibit
“A”.
The I&ORY is part of the RailAmerica system of railroads which reaches, among other places, Detroit
(Canadian National/Illinois Central (CNIC)), Cincinnati (CSX and Norfolk Southern) and Hammond, Indiana
(near Chicago) where it connects to western railroads (Union Pacific, BNSF, CNIC, and Canadian Pacific)
through the Indiana Harbor Belt terminal railroad. A map of the RailAmerica “Heartland Region” is included
as Exhibit “B”.
The Sugar Creek Bridge is important to all WESTCO rail users, i.e. eight industrial and six agricultural
businesses. Much of the rail traffic interchanged with CSX now generated by the current WESTCO rail users
travels through WESTCO’s Washington Court House gateway The I&ORY uses its own line from Washington
Court House to Cincinnati to access CSX’ Queensgate classification yard in Cincinnati with WESTCO traffic.
WESTCO rail users generate about 7,000 carloads of rail freight annually.

In addition, the Sugar Creek Bridge is often part of a major north-south I&ORY route from the Detroit area to
Cincinnati. The I&ORY can access Cincinnati either by using its trackage rights over Norfolk Southern
between Springfield and Cincinnati, or by using its own Springfield to Washington Court House to Cincinnati
route. Basically, the Washington Court House route provides I&ORY an overflow route when the NS
Springfield to Cincinnati line is congested. I&ORY used the Washington Court House alternative for 4,641
carloads of traffic to and from Cincinnati in 2005. New agreements between NS and I&ORY may reduce the
I&ORY’s dependence on the Washington Court House alternative route to Cincinnati.
Sugar Creek Bridge Conditions: The Sugar Creek Bridge is a 122 foot long wooden structure consisting of 10
sets of wooden bents which support wooden beams. In 2005, the annual WESTCO/I&ORY bridge inspection
noted that the bridge had developed problems which would need to be addressed within three years. The 2006
inspection recommended that the bridge either be repaired or replaced as soon as possible. I&ORY operates
over the bridge under a 10 MPY slow order. WESTCO’s consulting engineers projected that the repair costs
would be comparable to the costs of building a new bridge. WESTCO decided to pursue bridge replacement.
WESTCO engineers have designed a new bridge with four steel piers and steel beams.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
WESTCO has started a competitive bid process to select a contractor to build a new steel bridge over Sugar
Creek. The bridge has been designed to meet a Coopers E-80 rating, the standard rating for the rail industry.
WESTCO’s engineers estimate that the bridge replacement costs will be as follows:
Sugar Creek Bridge Replacement Costs
Design
Construction
Construction Inspection
Total

$60,000
$560,000
$60,000
$680,000

A copy of the engineer’s cost estimate is provided as Exhibit “C”. Because WESTCO has not yet received the
project bids, WESTCO requested that ORDC be prepared to provide up to $100,000 in funding beyond the
engineer’s estimate. In the event that the project does not require this extra funding, ORDC would lower its
loan amount for the project. ORDC funds would go toward construction and inspection. WESTCO is paying
for the design engineering. ORDC has been provided the bridge plans and the bid package. Bids are to be
opened on January 17, 2007 and construction is planned for this summer. WESTCO would own the bridge.
I&ORY would be responsible for normal maintenance. WESTCO would be responsible for capital
improvements. The lifespan of the new bridge would be 75 years.
Although I&ORY is not contributing directly to bridge construction costs, it is still making a significant
contribution to the project. To keep project costs down, the Sugar Creek Bridge will be closed to rail traffic for
30 to 60 days reducing significantly the amount of work the bridge contractor would need to do when compared
to building a bridge with rail traffic maintained during construction. In order to close the line down, I&ORY
must detour traffic over a less efficient routing incurring extra trackage rights and operating expenses. I&ORY
estimates that the detour costs could exceed $200,000. Detour costs could be considered as part of total bridge
repair costs.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
WESTCO cannot obtain financing from the State Infrastructure Bank due to the timing of the project. SIB
requirements for project development preclude action this year. Private financing of the bridge would severely
limit WESTCO’s ability to continue the financing of other needed capital projects for its lines, especially in

light of WESTCO’s current debt service for capital projects which will not be paid off until 2009. ORDC
funding is needed for the bridge project to move forward this year and to maintain WESTCO’s ability to fund
other needed rail projects in upcoming years.
PROJECT BENEFITS
•
•
•

•
•

Maintains effective CSX interchange for WESTCO rail users.
Maintains effective alternative Detroit – Cincinnati route for I&ORY.
The WESTCO line and bridge in question serves a 2,000+ acre site which was one of Ohio’s final sites
for the recent Honda plant selection process. The Ohio Department of Development is helping to
promote the site under its Job Ready Site Program and has taken out an option to acquire 1,000 acres for
future industrial development.
A 10 MPH slow order would be removed and train speeds of 40 MPH would be readily achievable.
A new fertilizer plant is being built along the Springfield to Washington Court House line which will
generate hundreds of new carloads which will need to traverse the bridge.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
In addition to the $60,000 in engineering costs WESTCO is providing, and the approximately $200,000 in costs
the I&ORY will cover to detour traffic while the Sugar Creek Bridge is out of service, both WESTCO rail users
and the I&ORY will provide the funds to repay the up to $513,000 in loan financing ORDC would provide. All
WESTCO rail users pay WESTCO a per car charge for every carload of freight they generate. In addition,
I&ORY pays WESTCO an annual lease fee, as well as trackage rights fees for overhead traffic. These I&ORY
payments are in addition to I&ORY’s responsibility to provide normal maintenance on the WESTCO lines. In
addition, Fayette County has agreed to be very helpful with the Sugar Creek Bridge Project. The County will
allow a nearby road to be closed to facilitate the staging of the bridge work.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
ORDC will be providing WESTCO with $57,000 in FY 2004 funds for the Sugar Creek Bridge project. These
funds are left over from the $400,000 ORDC approved for WESTCO’s $2.1 million Upper Valley Pike Bridge
replacement project. ORDC’s Resolution O3 – 16 which provided ORDC funds for the Upper Valley Pike
Bridge stipulated:
“It is understood that the total cost of the Rail Service Project may be less than the projected $2.1 million cost.
If actual costs are less, the $2.1 million estimate, minus the actual cost of the Rail Service Project, shall be
called the Project Cost Savings. ORDC shall reduce its grant for the Rail Service Project by 19 % (nineteen
percent) of the Project Cost Savings and this amount shall be called the ORDC Cost Savings. ORDC, at its
discretion, may spend the ORDC Cost Savings on rail projects on Authority owned property, or any rail line in
Ohio, under ORDC=s normal project guidelines.”
ORDC staff believes that the Sugar Creek Bridge Project is an appropriate use of the left over Upper Valley
Pike Bridge funds.
Staff recommends that the Executive Director be empowered by Commissioners to determine the final terms
and conditions of the loan and the collateral which will back the loan. WESTCO is working with Fayette
County to determine if the County can back the loan.

APPROVED PROJECT BRIEFING
CLEVELAND COMMERCIAL RAILROAD EMERGENCY TRACK
IMPROVEMENTS
January 3, 2007

Project Costs
* ORDC Grant
$55,000
* CCR Investment
Up To $90,000

Project Benefits
* Reduces Derailment Expenses
* Improves Safety for Winter & Spring
* Improves Service to Shippers

INTRODUCTION
The Cleveland Commercial Railroad Company, LLC (CCR) requested and ORDC’s Chairman and Executive
Director approved a grant of up to $55,000, or 50% of total project costs, whatever is less, to make
improvements including tie replacement, one crossing surface improvement, 600 ft. of ditching, and related
work on CCR’s Glenwillow to Cleveland line between MP 7.0 and MP 14.8.
BACKGROUND
On July 1, 2004, CCR took over operations of the 10. 4 mile long Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway (W&LE) rail
line from Glenwillow (MP 15.5), near Solon, through Bedford and Maple Heights to the east side of Cleveland
(MP 5.1). The Connotton Valley Railroad had previously operated the line for W&LE from October, 2002 to
June of 2004. W&LE continues to own the line and lease it to the CCR which is responsible for maintenance
and operations. A map of the CCR operated line is included as Exhibit “A”.
CCR serves two major scrap yards daily, providing inbound carloads of scrap to Weingold Scrap and Ferrous
Metal Processing located at the north end of the line in Cleveland. CCR also serves Bluff City, a steel processor
located at approximately MP 10.2, which slits and pickles coils of steel. CCR provides inbound coils. The line
generates about 2,400 carloads of traffic per year. CCR interchanges all traffic with W&LE at the yard CCR and
W&LE share in Glenwillow. The current traffic levels represent a dramatic increase in traffic compared to
carloadings along the line when W&LE and Connotton Valley operated the line. In the last year of W&LE
operations on the line in 2002, the line generated 412 carloads of freight. In 2003 the line generated 1,320
carloads for the Connotton Valley.
The Glenwillow to Cleveland line is generally in fair to poor condition. It has well worn 110 lb. rail which was
installed about 1940. The line has several areas at the south end where the track is close to Tinkers Creek which
results in unstable conditions for the track structure and areas where ties continually pump mud. CCR estimates
that to get the line to minimum FRA Class I standards will require up to $250,000 (including the project
described herein).
ORDC helped CCR in 2005 with a $40,000 grant to repair yard switches at the north end of the line, and a
$16,600 loan to pay for electric power for a locomotive hot start system. In addition, ORDC provided CCR a
grant of $56,510 in the summer of 2006 to repair a passing track and make other repairs at the north end of its
line near the two scrap metal companies.
CCR is a very small operation, with the three owners of the operation also doing the vast majority of work on
the line, both the management of the operations, and running trains and switching cars in and out for customers.
CCR has one employee outside of the three owners. CCR contracts out all track work and has no in house track
maintenance capabilities.

CCR is a marginally profitable operation at present. With the strong existing traffic base, and good prospects
for more new traffic, ORDC staff expects that in the long run CCR should be able to continually improve and
maintain its track. However, the CCR is now dealing with increasing carloadings on a line which has suffered
from deferred maintenance. The result has been increasing derailments. CCR reports that it was straddled with
approximately $100,000 in derailment expenses during the Spring of 2006, much of it at the E. 93 Street Yard
which ORDC helped to repair this past summer.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
CCR is in the process of performing the following work between MP 7 and MP 14.8: 1) installing
approximately 1,200 ties; 2) repairing a crossing at MP 12.6; 3) performing 600 ft. of ditching at MP 12.6; and
4) other related work between MP 7 and MP 14.8. ORDC provided a “go forward” letter so that work could
start expeditiously. CCR is shutting down its rail operations for a short time to enable its contractor to work
more efficiently, and more cost effectively. ORDC staff considers the project to be an emergency project to
forestall derailments when the spring thaw and wet weather hit. CCR is using its continuing contract with a
local contractor to perform the work. CCR will be responsible for track maintenance.
WHY ORDC FUNDING IS NEEDED
ORDC is funding the MP 7 to MP 14.8 improvements to enable CCR have safe operations in the winter and
spring of 2007. As a start up operation, CCR is still having some difficulties with cash flow.
PROJECT BENEFITS
The ORDC funded track improvements will:
•
•
•

Help reduce CCR derailment expenses enabling CCR to invest more in track upgrades.
Help CCR continue to provide reliable service to Weingold Scrap, Ferrous Metals, and Bluff City Metal
Processing.
Help enhance safety of CCR operations.

OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
CCR will expend up to $90,000 to match ORDC’s grant and will continue to invest in track improvements
needed to raise the track condition of the entire Glenwillow to Cleveland line to FRA Class I conditions.
SPECIAL CONTINGENCIES
CCR has committed to bringing its entire 10.4 mile mainline track up to FRA Class I conditions. To achieve
this Class I level of track will require CCR to invest between $25,000 and $50,000 in calendar year 2007 in
addition to the work now ongoing. More investment in track will be needed to further improve the long term
operations. ORDC staff has indicated a willingness to investigate loaning CCR funds to further upgrade track.

